Introduction {#S1}
============

The interphase genome is folded in 3D through the concerted action of cohesin and CTCF. These architectural factors regulate the interactions between regulatory elements along chromosomes to control gene expression^[@R1],[@R4],[@R5]^. Cohesin is thought to catalyze genome folding through a process known as 'loop extrusion', which involves the formation of chromosome loops that are progressively enlarged^[@R6]--[@R10]^. Genomic regions within which cohesin forms loops are also known as topologically associating domains (TADs), or loop domains. TADs are flanked by CTCF sites that are thought to act as barriers to the loop extrusion process^[@R11],[@R12]^. CTCF only acts as such a boundary when the 3' ends of CTCF binding motifs are oriented towards the inside of the TAD^[@R9],[@R13],[@R14]^: Consequently, only convergently-oriented pairs of CTCF sites form CTCF-anchored loops^[@R15],[@R16]^.

This model is supported by genetic manipulation of cohesin and CTCF. Depletion of the core cohesin subunit SCC1 leads to loss of TADs^[@R12],[@R17]^. In contrast, depletion of the cohesin release factor WAPL increases the size of chromatin loops^[@R10],[@R12],[@R18]^. CTCF depletion leads to a dramatic loss of CTCF-anchored loops^[@R11],[@R12]^. How CTCF can act as a directional boundary that controls cohesin loop extrusion, however, remains unknown.

Here we have investigated the mechanism of cohesin interaction with CTCF, and how this interaction contributes to genome organization. We have identified an N-terminal segment of CTCF that directly engages the SA2-SCC1 subcomplex of cohesin. A crystal structure of the SA2-SCC1-CTCF complex elucidates the molecular basis of the interaction. Mutation of key amino acids in the interface abolishes CTCF-anchored loops, but only partially impairs accumulation of cohesin at CTCF binding sites across the genome. Thus, in addition to its function as a translocation barrier, CTCF possesses a distinct loop stabilizing activity, which is realized through a direct interaction with cohesin. Furthermore, we observe intermolecular competition between CTCF and the cohesin release factor WAPL for this interface, suggesting a mechanism by which chromatin loop formation may be dynamically regulated.

Results {#S2}
=======

Structure of the SA2-SCC1-CTCF complex {#S3}
--------------------------------------

Previous data indicate that CTCF directly interacts with the SA2 subunit of the cohesin complex^[@R19],[@R20]^. To map this interaction, we produced a series of CTCF truncations as GST fusion proteins and performed pulldown assays against a complex of SA2 and SCC1^[@R2]^. CTCF fragments containing amino acids 227-235 generally retained SA2-SCC1 on GST-beads ([Extended Data Fig. 1a,b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Isothermal calorimetry experiments further showed that the interaction is largely driven by amino acids 222-231 of CTCF as it retained an equilibrium dissociation constant (K~d~ = 1.04 ± 0.20 μM) comparable to an extended CTCF construct (K~d~ = 0.62 ± 0.07μM; [Extended Data Fig. 1c](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Extended Data Table 1a](#T1){ref-type="table"}). To understand the molecular details, we produced crystals of the SA2-SCC1 complex in the presence of a peptide comprising the CTCF binding motif and determined the structure by molecular replacement at a resolution of 2.6 Å ([Extended Data Table 1b](#T1){ref-type="table"}). An Fo-Fc omit electron density Fourier map exhibited clear features corresponding to the CTCF peptide ([Extended Data Fig. 1d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

The CTCF peptide is bound to the convex surface of SA2 ([Fig. 1a,b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The CTCF binding surface is predominantly hydrophobic and composed of amino acids contributed by both SA2 and SCC1. The lead 'anchoring' amino acids of CTCF, which bury the largest solvent-accessible surface area upon binding, are Y226 and F228 ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). F228 inserts into a pocket comprising amino acids from SCC1 (S334, I337, L341) and SA2 (Y297, W334) ([Extended Data Fig. 1f](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The hydroxyl group of Y226 hydrogen bonds with D326 of SA2 in a deep hydrophobic pocket lined by L329, L366 and F367 ([Fig. 1c,d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). E229 and E230 of CTCF constitute secondary anchoring residues, which presumably contribute to binding specificity by forming salt bridges with R298 of SA2 and R338 of SCC1. As CTCF engages a composite binding surface containing amino acids from SCC1 and SA2, prior mapping studies using isolated SA2 may have been misleading^[@R20]^.

Analysis of the CTCF binding interface {#S4}
--------------------------------------

Mutagenesis of Y226A or F228A in CTCF abolished SA2-SCC1 binding in a GST pulldown assay ([Fig. 1e](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Likewise, mutation of critical amino acid residues in SA2, including W334A, F371A and F367A or in SCC1 I337A/L341A, abolished CTCF binding ([Fig. 1f](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). SA2 contains an 86 amino acid motif, termed the 'stromalin conservative domain'^[@R21],[@R22]^ or 'conserved essential surface' (CES)^[@R2],[@R23]^, which is conserved from fungi to mammals and coincides with the CTCF binding pocket. For simplicity, we will henceforth refer to the composite SA2-SCC1 binding pocket as the 'CES'. Mapping of sequence conservation onto the structure confirms that the CES is highly conserved ([Fig. 1g](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Extended Data Fig. 2a](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). A series of missense mutations are found in SA2, SCC1 and CTCF in various cancer types^[@R24]^. Mapping of mutation frequencies onto the structure shows that amino acids that are largely buried in the interface are hotspots in cancer ([Extended Data Fig. 2b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

Previous data indicate that the SA2-SCC1 complex interacts with multiple cohesin regulators^[@R2],[@R23],[@R25]^. This includes two factors with opposing functions: WAPL, the general cohesin release factor, and Shugoshin (SGO1), a factor crucial for the protection of centromeric cohesion during mitosis^[@R2],[@R26]--[@R28]^. This antagonism arises as a result of direct competition for binding to the CES of SA2-SCC1^[@R2]^. As mutants reported to interfere with both SGO1 and WAPL binding cluster in the CES, we investigated whether these proteins bind to SA2-SCC1 by a mechanism comparable to that of CTCF. In SGO1, the reported CES-binding domain (amino acids 313- 353) contains a conserved FGF motif which strongly resembles that of the CTCF peptide. Vertebrate WAPL also contains several FGF motifs in its N-terminal region which are potentially involved in cohesin regulation^[@R3],[@R29]^. A minimal fragment of WAPL capable of competing with SGO1 for access to the CES (amino acids 410-590) contains two such FGF motifs^[@R2]^. We observed that a peptide spanning the second and third FGF motif of WAPL (amino acids 423-463) bound to SA2-SCC1 with a K~d~ of \~32.8 μM ([Extended Data Fig. 2c](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) whereas a peptide comprising only the third motif bound more weakly ([Extended Data Table 1a](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The peptide containing the CTCF CES motif therefore binds with higher affinity than do peptides containing the WAPL motif(s).

CTCF stabilizes cohesin on chromatin {#S5}
------------------------------------

The observation that CTCF and WAPL can bind to the same surface on SA2-SCC1 raises the possibility that their interaction with the CES is mutually exclusive ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To determine whether WAPL competes with CTCF for binding to the SA2-SCC1 CES, we performed GST-pulldown competition assays. Indeed, titration of WAPL residues 1-600 against a preformed complex of GST-CTCF and SA2-SCC1 depleted the latter from the beads ([Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, titration of a SGO1 phospho-T346 peptide, previously reported to preclude WAPL binding^[@R2]^, also displaced SA2-SCC1 from GST-CTCF ([Extended Data Fig. 2d](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, the CES of SA2-SCC1 is a general interaction hub for multiple cohesin regulators ([Extended Data Fig. 2e](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Whereas SGO1 precludes WAPL binding, thus stabilizing centromeric cohesin in mitosis, CTCF could exert a similar function at CTCF sites in interphase.

To test whether the CTCF-CES interaction stabilizes cohesin on chromatin, we mutated the endogenous allele of CTCF in the human haploid HAP1 cell line using CRISPR/Cas9 technology. We thereby obtained HAP1 cells that harboured Y226A F228A mutant CTCF as their sole copy of CTCF ([Extended Data Fig. 3a,b](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These cells displayed no obvious proliferation defects. To study the consequences of the CTCF mutations on cohesin turnover on chromatin, we endogenously tagged the core cohesin subunit SCC1 with a HaloTag in both wild type and CTCF Y226A F228A cells ([Extended Data Fig. 3c](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), and performed fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments. In wild-type cells, we found that, over a period of 20 minutes a fraction of the fluorescent cohesin population did not recover. In CTCF Y226A F228A cells, however, we observed a near-complete recovery by FRAP, demonstrating that cohesin is more mobile in these cells ([Fig. 2c,d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The CTCF-CES interaction therefore stabilizes a sub-population of cohesin on chromatin.

CTCF-CES interaction is required for CTCF-anchored loops {#S6}
--------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the role of the cohesin-CTCF interaction in chromosome organization, we generated Hi-C profiles of wild type and CTCF Y226A F228A mutant cells. Wild-type HAP1 cells displayed clear loops connecting CTCF sites ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and [Extended Data Fig. 4](#F8){ref-type="fig"}), however Hi-C matrices of CTCF Y226A F228A mutant cells revealed a robust ablation of CTCF-anchored loops ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). By systematically scoring the number of loops we found that the CTCF Y226A F228A mutation indeed led to a loss of the vast majority of detectable loops across the genome (from 2756 in the wild-type to 98 in the mutant cells) ([Fig. 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). An aggregate peak analysis, which quantifies the contact frequency of all the loops identified in wild-type cells, likewise showed a dramatic loss of these contacts ([Fig. 3c](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Extended Data Fig. 4d](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

CTCF sites not only lie at the bases of CTCF-anchored loops, but also form the boundaries of TADs ([Extended Data Fig.4a](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). We then assessed the effect of the CTCF Y226A F228A mutation on TADs, and found that these structures were, to a considerable degree, still present in CTCF Y226A F228A cells, but have less-clear edges ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Aggregate TAD analysis further confirmed that TAD-like structures do exist in CTCF Y226A F228A cells, but indeed have less-clear boundaries ([Extended Data Fig. 4b,c,e,f](#F8){ref-type="fig"}), and completely lack CTCF loops at their corners ([Extended Data Fig. 4b,e](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Our results therefore support the notion that in CTCF Y226A F228A cells cohesin can still form the loops along DNA that make up the contacts within TADs, but that cohesin is not stabilized at CTCF sites to allow for the formation or maintenance of CTCF-anchored loops.

CTCF interaction promotes cohesin localization to CTCF sites {#S7}
------------------------------------------------------------

To assess whether the CTCF-CES interaction affects cohesin abundance at loop anchors, we performed quantitative chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments (ChIP-qPCR). We selected CTCF sites at the base of loops ([Fig. 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Extended Data Fig. 5a](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) and found that the CTCF Y226A F228A mutation reduced the abundance of cohesin at the majority of these loci. In contrast, cohesin levels at a nearby locus that did not contain a CTCF site were not affected ([Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, and [Extended Data Fig. 5b](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). CTCF binding to the corresponding CTCF sites was also largely unaffected ([Extended Data Fig. 5c-e](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). We then assessed cohesin distribution genome-wide by ChIP-Seq and found that the Y226A F228A mutation decreased cohesin localization to CTCF sites, but had little to no effect on cohesin localization at unrelated sites ([Fig. 4c,d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). While the CTCF Y226A F228A mutations reduced cohesin levels at CTCF sites, cohesin was to a significant degree still present at CTCF sites. Our data therefore support the model that CTCF influences cohesin in two distinct ways: i) it halts cohesin at CTCF sites and ii) it stabilizes cohesin at the base of CTCF-anchored loops. The former function could be important for defining TAD boundaries, while the binding of CTCF to the cohesin CES affects this latter function, and may thereby prevent the disruption of CTCF-anchored loops.

To evaluate the consequences of the loss of CTCF-anchored loops on gene expression, we performed RNA-Seq analyses. The CTCF Y226A F228A mutation affected the expression of \>2000 genes. While comparable numbers of genes were upregulated as were downregulated, the most strongly impacted genes were more frequently downregulated ([Extended Data Fig. 7a](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the Y226 F228 interface of CTCF, and by extension cohesin-CTCF anchored loops, are apparently key to proper expression of these genes. Despite this effect on gene expression and the loss of virtually all CTCF-anchored loops, cells harbouring only this mutant form of CTCF are viable. Previously, CTCF has been shown to be essential for viability of murine embryonic stem cells^[@R11]^. We therefore tested whether CTCF is essential for the viability of HAP1 cells, and found that siRNA-mediated CTCF depletion was lethal to both control HAP1 cells and CTCF Y226A F228A mutant cells ([Extended Data Fig. 7b,c](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, CTCF has essential roles that are apparently independent of CES engagement and the formation of CTCF-anchored loops in these cells.

Identification of CES ligands {#S8}
-----------------------------

To investigate the prevalence of the CES-binding factors, we compiled an alignment of known cohesin partners and derived a regular expression motif ([Extended Data Fig. 2e,f](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We used this motif to query the human and budding yeast proteomes for proteins containing similar binding motifs^[@R30]^. From the set of nuclear proteins arising from this search, we were able to identify known cohesin regulators as well as several novel potential binding factors. We generated peptide arrays bearing these sequences and assayed binding of SA2-SCC1, employing an SA2 (F371A)-SCC1 mutant complex as a negative control. We observed clear signal for the CTCF peptide spanning 222-231, which was abolished in the SA2 (F371A)-SCC1 mutant ([Extended Data Fig. 7d,e](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). A CTCF Y226F mutant showed \~1.5 fold reduced binding, apparently due to loss of the hydrogen bond between the hydroxyl group of CTCF Y226 and D326 of SA2 ([Extended Data Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Consistent with our pulldowns, the CTCF Y226A, F228A, and Y226A/F228A peptide variants failed to retain SA2-SCC1. The WAPL peptides showed considerably weaker binding as compared to CTCF, while we could not detect binding for ligands such as SGO1 (see [Methods](#S10){ref-type="sec"} and [Extended Data Table 1a](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Robust binding was observed for MCM3, a subunit of the replicative helicase, SYCP3, a component of the synaptonemal complex, ZGPAT, a transcriptional repressor, and CENPU, a subunit of the inner kinetochore. Thus, SA2-SCC1 CES potentially facilitates cohesin regulation for a number of functionally divergent chromosomal processes.

Discussion {#S9}
==========

Our study reveals that CTCF binds to a conserved essential surface (CES) on the SA2-SCC1 cohesin subcomplex. The ablation of this interaction results in a near-complete loss of CTCF-cohesin anchored loops. Thus, CTCF does not simply present a passive barrier to cohesin-mediated loop extrusion, but specifically interacts with the CES to stabilize cohesin at these loci, and to prevent loop disruption. Accordingly, impairment of the CTCF-CES interaction renders cohesin more dynamic ([Fig. 2c,d](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

SA2, SCC1 as well as CTCF are frequently mutated in a number of different tumour types^[@R39]^ and the mutations cluster in the CES ([Extended Data Fig. 2b](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the dysregulation of chromatin looping may be causally related to carcinogenesis ([Extended Data Fig. 7a](#F11){ref-type="fig"}) ^[@R31],[@R32]^.

We envisage two alternative scenarios for the formation of CTCF-anchored chromatin loops. In the first model ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), cohesin initiates loop enlargement at distal chromatin loci. These cohesin complexes remain dynamic because the cohesin release factor WAPL directly binds to cohesin by engaging the CES^[@R2],[@R3],[@R29]^ and PDS5^[@R12],[@R27],[@R33]^, and promotes opening of cohesin rings at the SMC3-SCC1 interface^[@R34]--[@R36]^. Alternatively, loop enlargement commences at CTCF sites^[@R37]^. Cohesin then catalyzes DNA looping at these sites because CTCF counteracts DNA release ([Fig. 4f](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These models are not necessarily mutually exclusive, as a cohesin complex that initiates looping in the former mode may well be converted into the latter upon encountering CTCF. As CTCF directly competes with WAPL for binding to the CES ([Fig. 2a,b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), we propose that this interaction stabilizes chromatin loops.

We propose a model for how cohesin and CTCF co-associate on DNA ([Fig. 4g](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Our model indicates that cohesin only engages CTCF when approaching its N-terminus. Specifically, the 34 amino acid flexible linker connecting the YxF motif to the first DNA-binding zinc finger of human CTCF, is sufficiently long to allow SA2-SCC1 DNA binding towards the N-, but not the C-terminus of CTCF ([Fig. 4g](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), thus confirming previous mapping studies^[@R38]^. Stabilization of cohesin by engagement of the CTCF N-terminus may in fact explain why TAD boundaries arise preferentially when CTCF binding sites are convergently oriented^[@R9],[@R13]--[@R16],[@R38],[@R39]^. If an individual cohesin complex anchors itself at the N-terminus of CTCF, and then reels in DNA until it encounters a cohesin that is likewise reeling from the opposite CTCF site, this would bring together CTCF sites^[@R37]^. Loop formation by the related condensin complex appears to involve a DNA anchoring function of its HEAT-repeat subunit Ycg1, a paralogue of SA2/Scc3^[@R40]--[@R42]^. These different complexes may therefore use a similar anchoring principle to build loops and provide structure to genomes. As the CES interface is conserved between SA isoforms, we anticipate that ligand binding will affect all cohesin variants in a similar manner. Similarly, this interface is also conserved through Scc3 in lower Eukaryotes, despite the absence of CTCF in such organisms. The CES therefore is likely to represent an ancient interaction hub on cohesin.

The observation that CTCF-CES interaction controls DNA looping indicates that this aspect of cohesin function can be regulated by F/YxF motif containing cohesin ligands. A number of other genome regulatory factors contain F/YxF motifs including Shugoshin ([Extended Data Fig. 7d,e](#F11){ref-type="fig"}), which protects centromeric chromatid cohesion by antagonizing WAPL binding to the CES of SA2-SCC1^[@R2]^. We therefore predict that a number of proteins containing F/YxF motifs engage the CES and thereby modulate cohesin's ability to catalyse genome folding in functionally divergent chromosomal processes.

Methods {#S10}
=======

Constructs, protein expression and purification {#S11}
-----------------------------------------------

The human SA2 fragment 80-1060, cloned into pGEX-6P and codon-optimized for expression in *Escherichia coli,* was obtained from Hongtao Yu (UT Southwestern, USA). The construct encodes an N-terminal GST tag and C-terminal SA2 separated by a PreScission protease cleavage site. A plasmid encoding SCC1 was obtained from Jan-Michael Peters (IMP, Vienna). SA2 was co-expressed with an N-terminally 6xHis-tagged fragment of SCC1 spanning residues 281-420 cloned into the NcoI-NotI sites of a pACYCDuet-1 vector (Merck Millipore). CTCF constructs were cloned into the BamHI and NotI sites of pGEX-6P1. Mutagenesis was performed using a QuikChange Lightning site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent). All the proteins were expressed in *Ecoli* BL21(*DE3*) by autoinduction^[@R43]^. Cells were grown at 37°C until OD~600nm~ = 0.6 and then shifted to 18°C for 16 hours. Cells were harvested with a JLA-8.1 rotor (Beckman) and washed once with ice-cold PBS buffer. Pellets were resuspended in buffer 1 (40 mM TRIS, pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP), lysed using a microfluidiser (Microfluidics) and centrifuged at 4°C for 1h at 15000 rpm using JA-20/14 rotors (Beckman).

The GST- and His-tagged SA2-SCC1 complex was applied to Co^2+^ conjugated IMAC Sepharose resin (GE Healthcare) using a Minipuls3 peristaltic pump (Gilson), washed with buffer 1 supplemented with 20 mM Imidazole and eluted using buffer 1 supplemented with 300 mM Imidazole. Co^2+^ eluate was then bound to Glutathione Sepharose 4 Fast Flow resin (GE Healthcare) using a Minipuls3 peristaltic pump (Gilson), washed with buffer 1, and eluted by adding 10 mM reduced L-Glutathione (Sigma-Aldrich) into buffer 1. The GST tag was cleaved by PreScission protease (EMBL core facilities) during overnight incubation at 4°C. Cleaved protein was concentrated using an Amicon Ultra -15 concentrator (Millipore) and applied to a MonoQ 5/50 GL column (GE Healthcare) in buffer 2 (40 mM TRIS, pH7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5mM TCEP) and eluted via a linear gradient of buffer 2 containing 1M NaCl and further purification using a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200 prep--grade column (GE Healthcare) in buffer 3 (20 mM TRIS, pH7.7, 300 mM NaCl, 5 mM TCEP). The final purified proteins were concentrated using an Amicon Ultra -15 concentrator (Millipore) and flash frozen in liquid N2 for storage at -80°C.

Crystallization and structure determination {#S12}
-------------------------------------------

Crystals of SA2 80-1060 in complex with SCC1 281-420 (otherwise denoted the SA2-SCC1 complex) were grown by hanging-drop vapor diffusion at 20°C by mixing equal volumes of protein at 8 mg ml^-1^ and crystallization solution containing 0.06M Morpheus Divalents mix, 0.1M Morpheus buffer system 2, 48% (v/v) Morpheus EOD_P8K (Molecular Dimensions). Crystals were soaked for 24-48h with a peptide (peptid.de) including amino acid residues 222-231 of CTCF (Uniprot ID: Q8NI51; DVSVYDFEEE). Crystals were cryo-protected by adding 15% glycerol to the well solution and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Diffraction data for all crystals were collected at 100 K at an X-ray wavelength of 0.966 Å at beamline ID30A-1/MASSIF-1^[@R44]^ of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, with a Pilatus3 2M detector using automatic protocols for the location and optimal centering of crystals^[@R45]^. The beam diameter was selected automatically to match the crystal volume of highest homogeneous quality^[@R46]^. Data were processed with XDS^[@R47]^ and imported into CCP4 format using AIMLESS^[@R48]^.

The structure was determined by molecular replacement using Phaser^[@R49]^. A final model was produced by iterative rounds of manual model building in Coot^[@R50]^ and refinement using PHENIX^[@R51]^. The CTCF-containing model was refined to 2.6 Å resolution with an R~work~ and an R~free~ of 25% and 27%, respectively ([Extended Data Table 1b](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Analysis by MolProbity^[@R52]^ showed that there are no residues in disallowed regions of the Ramachandran plot and the all atom clash score was 7.2. The model shown in [Fig. 4f](#F4){ref-type="fig"} was generated by superposition on DNA of SA2-SCC1-CTCF (6QNX) with DNA-bound ySCC3-SCC1 (6H8Q)^[@R42]^ and a composite model of DNA-bound CTCF Zinc fingers assembled from 5YEF and 5YEL^[@R53]^.

GST pulldowns and peptide arrays {#S13}
--------------------------------

For GST pulldowns, 10 μM GST-tagged CTCF constructs and 2.5 μM SA2-SCC1 were mixed in 50 μl buffer 4 (20 mM TRIS, pH7.7, 300 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP) + 0.1% Tween-20 containing 25 μl of a 50% slurry of GST Sepharose beads per reaction. For WAPL and SGO1 competition assays, 2.5 μM GST-tagged CTCF (86-267) was incubated with 1 μM of SA2-SCC1 and increasing concentrations of WAPL (1-600) or a T346-phosphorylated SGO1 peptide spanning 331-349 (molar ratios are indicated in each figure), under reaction conditions otherwise identical to GST pulldowns. Reactions were incubated at for 1h at 4°C. 25 μl of the reaction were withdrawn as the reaction input ('I') while the remainder was washed five times with 500 μl of buffer 4 + 0.1% Tween-20. Samples were boiled in 1 x SDS sample loading buffer (NEB) for 5 minutes to obtain the bound ('B') fraction, followed by SDS-PAGE analysis.

ITC was performed using a MicroCal iTC 200 (Malvern Panalytical) at 25°C. SA2-SCC1 and the CTCF, SGO1 and WAPL peptide ligands were dialyzed overnight at 4°C against 20 mM TRIS, pH7.7, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP. For each titration, 300 μl of 50 μM SA2-SCC1 was added to the calorimeter cell. The concentration of peptides was adjusted to 500 μM and injected into the sample cell as 16 x 2.5 μl syringe fractions. Results were analysed and displayed using the Origin 7.0 software package supplied with the instrument. Data were analyzed using the one site binding model.

Peptide arrays, with an area of 3cm^2^, were obtained from Rudolf Volkmer (immunologie.charite.de). Arrays were washed with 100% ethanol for 5 minutes on a shaker at 21°C, followed by 3 washes, for a total of 10 minutes in TBS-T buffer (50 mM Tris pH7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween-20). For the blocking step, arrays were incubated in 1x blocking buffer (Sigma B6429) for 3 h at 21°C, followed by 3 washes in TBS-T for a total of 10 minutes. SA2-SCC1 and SA2 (F371A)-SCC1 were added to 1x blocking buffer at a final concentration of 1.2 μM and incubated with the array overnight at 4°C under gentle agitation. The membrane was washed 3 times (1x 30s, then 2x 5 minutes) at 21°C. The anti 6x anti-poly His-HRP antibody (Sigma A-7058) was diluted 1:2000 in 1x blocking buffer and incubated with the arrays for 1h at 21°C. The array was washed 3 times (1x 30s, then 2x 5 minutes) and developed by addition of 3,3′-Diaminobenzidine (Sigma D4293) for 1 minute followed by quenching in deionized H~2~O. To measure non-specific binding of the anti 6xHistidine antibody, all steps were identical expect that no SA2-SCC1 protein solution was added to 1x blocking buffer during the overnight incubation step. Arrays were imaged with a BioRad Gel Doc XR+ Documentation system. Spot intensities were measured using ImageJ 1.52k. Three independent experiments were done and the apparent dissociation constants determined by normalization with ITC data from CTCF 222-231 ([Extended Data Table 1a](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

Genome editing and cell culture {#S14}
-------------------------------

Cells were cultured in Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium (IMDM) supplemented with 10% FCS (Clontech), 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Invitrogen) and 1% UltraGlutamin (Lonza). The gRNA targeting exon 1 of CTCF was designed and annealed into pX330 (primer: 5'- CGATTTTGAGGAAGAACAGC-3'). To modify the targeted locus, we co-transfected a 120 basepair repair oligo containing the desired mutation and a silent mutation (repair oligo: 5' -- CCAAAAAGAGCAAACTGCGTTATACAGAGGAGGGCAAAGATGTAGATGTGTCTGTCGCCGATGCTGAAGAAGAACAGCAGGAGGGTCTGCTATCAGAGGTTAATGCAGAGAAAGTGGTTG-3'). pBabePuro was co-transfected in a 10:1 ratio to the pX330. Transfected clones were selected using 2 εg/εl puromycin for 2 days. Colonies were picked when they were clearly visible, gDNA of clones was isolated, and mutations were validated by Sanger sequencing.

To target the C-terminus of SCC1, a gRNA (primer: 5'-CCAAGGTTCCATATTATATA-3') was cloned into px459 V2.0 (Addgene plasmid \#62988). The SCC1-HaloTag HR template was a gift from James Rhodes^[@R54]^. SCC1-Halo cell lines were generated by cotransfection of pX459 and the SCC1-HaloTag HR vector using FuGENE® HD Transfection Reagent. Cells were selected with puromycin (2 μg/ml) for 2 days. Colonies were picked when they were clearly visible and validated using western blot analysis and immunofluorescence.

Antibodies {#S15}
----------

The following antibodies were used for western blots: SMC1 (A300-055A, Bethyl), CTCF (07-729, Millipore) and ab128873, Abcam), HSP90 (F-8, Santa Cruz), SCC1 (05-908, Millipore) (Tubulin (T5168, Sigma), H4 (05-858, Millipore). All primary antibodies were used at a 1:1000 dilution, with the exception of HSP90 and Tubulin (1:10.000). Secondary antibodies for western blot analysis were used in a 1:2000 dilution: Goat anti-Rabbit-PO and Goat anti-Mouse-PO (DAKO). For ChIPseq we used the following antibodies: SCC1 (ab992, Abcam), CTCF (3418S, Cell Signaling) and IgG (I5006, Sigma-Aldrich).

FRAP {#S16}
----

Cells were grown on LabTekII-chambered cover glass (Thermo Scientific Nunc). Two days before imaging, cells were transfected with DHB-iRFP using FuGENE® HD Transfection Reagent. Prior to imaging, cells were incubated with 300 nM fluorescent HaloTag ligand JF585 for 30 min. Cells were washed three times with normal medium and incubated for 1 hour to allow exit of excess of ligand. Medium was replaced twice more with pre-warmed Leibovitz L-15 medium (Invitrogen). Live-cell imaging was performed on a Leica SP5 confocal microscope with a 63x 1.2 NA water objective using the LAS-AF FRAP-Wizard. Prior to bleaching 5 images were taken. Half of the nucleus of G1 cells was photobleached using 6 pulses of 100% transmission of a 561 laser. Subsequently, 600 frames were taken every 2 seconds. Fluorescence intensity was measured in the bleached and unbleached area by user-defined regions using ImageJ v1.52q and adjusted by hand for nucleus movement. Measurements were corrected for photobleaching by monitoring a non-bleached cell. Recovery was quantified by calculating the difference in intensity in the bleached and unbleached regions after background correction. Non-diffusive SCC1-Halo ([Extended Data Fig. 3f](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), was quantified by the relative loss in fluorescence intensity in the unbleached region between the first frame post- and 5 frames pre-bleaching.

Colony formation assay {#S17}
----------------------

Cells were seeded at equal density and transfected with siRNA's targeting either no oligo, Luciferase, CTCF or SMC1. All siRNA's were ON-TARGETplus SMARTpools manufactured by Dharmacon. Transfection was repeated after 3 days and after an additional 4 days samples were fixed for 10 minutes with 96% Methanol and stained with 0.25% Crystal Violet. Cells treated by the same protocol were taken along for western blot analysis, samples were harvested 2 days prior to colony formation assay to have enough cells for western blot analysis.

Chromatin fractionation {#S18}
-----------------------

For the chromatin fractionation experiment of [Extended Data Fig. 3e](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, 50 million cells per cell line were harvested and fractionation was performed using Subcellular Protein Fractionation Kit for Cultured Cells (78840, ThermoFisher Scientific) according to manufacturer's protocol, with minor changes. The pellet was washed twice after centrifugation. Western Blots were performed as described^[@R10]^.

Hi-C {#S19}
----

Samples for Hi-C were prepared as described previously^[@R10]^. Raw sequence data was mapped and processed using HiC-Pro v2.9^[@R55]^ with hg19 as reference. Statistics on the number of valid pairs and percentage of cis contacts are summarized in [Extended Data Table 3b,c](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Replicates 1 and 2 are highly similar with a reproducibility \> 0.98 as assessed by HiCRep v1.8.0^[@R56]^ and were subsequently combined into one Hi-C dataset. The valid pair files generated by HiC-Pro were used to create juicebox ready files using juicebox-pre (juicer tools v0.7.5)^[@R57]^. For visualization, contact matrices were ICE normalized^[@R58]^ and counts were normalized for 100 million contacts per sample.

Loops were then called with HICCUPS v1.11.09^[@R15]^ at 5kb, 10kb and 25kb resolutions. To visualize the genome-wide effect of the introduced CTCF mutations in loops we performed aggregate peak analysis^[@R15]^ as implemented in GENOVA v0.9.8 (<https://github.com/robinweide/GENOVA>), using previously defined loops in wild-type HAP1 cells^[@R10]^. Briefly, for a set of loop coordinates a square submatrix is selected such that it is centred on the corresponding coordinates, with a 100kb flanking region upstream and downstream. These submatrices are then averaged to obtain a mean contact map for these locations.

Similar to the aggregated peak analysis, aggregate TAD analysis was done to visualize how TAD structures are affected by the CTCF mutations. For this analysis we employed TADs previously defined for wild type HAP1 cells^[@R10]^. In short, these TADs were called using HiCseg on 10 kb matrices as input, Poisson distribution, the extended diagonal model and a maximum number of change-points of 50. To compensate for TADs of different sizes, the selected regions are resized prior to averaging the contact maps. These regions are comprised of the TAD itself and a flanking region of half its size. We calculated the insulation score as described previously^[@R59]^. The insulation score was computed using GENOVA's implementation with a rolling window size of 25 kb. The insulation score was then aligned to TAD borders to create heatmaps.

For [Extended Data Fig. 6](#F10){ref-type="fig"}, the compartment-score was calculated as described previously^[@R60]^. In short, the compartment score is computed per chromosome arm by obtaining the first eigenvector of the observed over expected (O/E) matrix minus 1. Then this eigenvector is multiplied by the square root of its eigenvalue to obtain the compartment score. To correctly orient the scores so that positive values correspond to compartment A regions, we used the compartment score's correlation to H3K4me1 peaks in wild type cells (Haarhuis et al, manuscript in preparation).

For [Extended Data Fig. 6e](#F10){ref-type="fig"}, we compared the effect of CTCF Y226A F228A on genome organization to that of CTCF and cohesin degradation^[@R12]^. Raw Hi-C data from GEO accession GSE102884 was converted to HiC-Pro format and ICE normalized. Relative contact probability profiles were generated using GENOVA.

ChIPseq {#S20}
-------

Samples for ChIPseq samples were prepared and sequenced as previously described^[@R10]^, with minor changes. The DNA was sheared using Biorupter Pico (Diagenode), 5 cycles 15 seconds on 90 seconds off. Reads were first trimmed using TrimGalore v0.6.0^[@R61]^, then mapped to hg19 using Bowtie2 v2.3.4^[@R62]^ with default settings. Bigwig files were generated with DeepTools v3.1.3^[@R63]^ with the following settings: minimum mapping quality of 15, bin length of 10bp, extending reads to 200bp and reads per kilobase per million reads (RPKM) normalization.

Peaks were called for all samples using MACS2 v2.1.1^[@R64]^ with default options. Overlaps between the sets of identified peaks across samples were obtained using BEDtools v2.25.0^[@R65]^. Heatmaps were generated using DeepTools^[@R63]^ for the different sets of peaks identified in the wild type cell line, excluding those overlapping blacklisted regions of the genome (ENCODE project consortium, 2012).

ChIP-qPCR {#S21}
---------

ChIP-qPCR analysis was performed to assess SCC1 and CTCF abundance at specific genomic loci. SCC1 ChIP was performed three times, and on each ChIP three qPCRs were performed in duplicate. A representative qPCR analysis of each ChIP was used for quantification. For CTCF and IgG, two ChIPs were performed in duplicate. Reactions were performed using SYBR No-Rox Mix 2X (BIOLINE) and run on a LightCycler 480 II (Roche). Ct values were determined for input and ChIP samples and subsequently the dCt was converted into a percentage of input. The primers are listed in [Extended Data Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

CTCF-associated loops {#S22}
---------------------

CTCF sites shown in Hi-C contact matrices were obtained from Haarhuis et al.^[@R10]^. Briefly, these were generated by intersecting their CTCF peaks with CTCF motifs from JASPAR CORE 2014^[@R66]^ using FIMO^[@R67]^ to annotate their motif orientation.

RNAseq {#S23}
------

Samples for RNAseq were prepared and sequenced as previously described^[@R10]^. Reads were aligned to hg19 using TopHat v2.1.1^[@R68]^ and later counted with HTSeq v0.11.1^[@R69]^ using Gencode v19 gene-build as reference. Differentially expressed genes were identified with DESeq2 v1.18.135^[@R70]^, with an adjusted p-value threshold of 0.05 and considering only protein coding genes.

Extended Data {#S24}
=============

![Biochemical analysis of CTCF binding to SA2-SCC1.\
**a,** Domain architecture of CTCF. CTCF fragments tested for SA2-SCC1 binding by GST pulldown analysis are indicated. The region retaining SA2-SCC1 is highlighted in magenta. **b**, Summary data showing results of GST pulldowns. The input (I) and the bound (B) fractions were analysed by SDS-PAGE. CTCF fragments that bind SA2-SCC1 are shown in magenta. The experiment was repeated once. **c**, ITC curves. The binding stoichiometry (N) and dissociation constants K~d~ are indicated. The experiment was repeated three times with consistency. **d,** Fo-Fc omit electron density Fourier map contoured at 3 Sigma. **e,** LIGPLOT representation of the interaction between the CTCF peptide and SA2-SCC1. The CTCF peptide is shown in magenta, SA2 in blue and SCC1 in green bonds.](EMS85131-f005){#F5}

![Analysis of the SA2-SCC1-CTCF structure.\
**a,** Multiple sequence alignment of SA2 (STAG2) orthologs and paralogs. The key amino acid residues engaging CTCF are indicated by (\*). **b**, Missense mutation frequencies plotted onto the SA2 structure. R370, a hotspot in SA2, is indicated. The inset shows an overview of mutation hotspots R370 (SA2), Y226, F228 (CTCF) and S334, K335, R338, L341 (SCC1). **c,** ITC progress curves of binding between WAPL 423-463 and SA2-SCC1. **d**, Competition between SGO1 and CTCF for SA2-SCC1 binding. SA2-SCC1 was incubated with GST-CTCF 86-267. Increasing amounts (lanes 4-8; molar ratios are indicated) of T346-phosphorylated SGO1 peptide spanning 331-349 were added and the input (I) and the bound (B) fraction analysed by SDS-PAGE. The experiment was repeated twice. One representative example is shown. **c,** Domain architecture and sequence alignments of cohesin regulators containing F/YxF motifs. Putative CES interacting residues are highlighted in red. **d,** Regular expression motif used to query the human and yeast proteomes for F/YxF-containing factors. Regular expression syntax: letters denote a specific amino acid; square brackets denote a subset of allowed amino acids; curly brackets denote length variability.](EMS85131-f006){#F6}

![Generation of CTCF Y226A F228A cells.\
**a,** Schematic depiction of CRISPR-Cas9 based generation of CTCF Y226A F228A cells. The guide targets cleavage of exon 1 of the *CTCF* gene. The repair oligo renders the gene non-cleavable by Cas9, and simultaneously introduces mutations in the codons encoding Y226 and F228. **b,** The CTCF Y226A F228A mutation was confirmed by Sanger sequencing, including a silent mutation at position 229. **c,** Western blot depicting Halo-tagged SCC1 in wild type and CTCF Y226A F228A cells. The parental wild type cells are included as a control. This experiment was performed once. **d,** Representative images of cells in G1 and G2, as indicated by their nuclear and cytoplasmic localization of DHB-iRFP respectively. **e,** Chromatin bound levels of CTCF and SMC1 analyzed by Western Blot. Histone H4 is used as a control for the chromatin fraction. CTCF Y226A F228A mutation does not evidently affect overall CTCF and cohesin levels on chromatin. WCE: whole-cell extract, CB: chromatin bound fraction. This experiment was performed twice with similar results. **f,** Relative SCC1-Halo fluorescence intensity quantified in the unbleached area directly after photobleaching, as a proxy for the chromatin-bound fraction of SCC1. This non-diffusive fraction is not evidently affected by the CTCF Y226A F228A mutation. Individual cells of three independent experiments are plotted as dots and their mean is indicated (21 wild type cells and 17 CTCF Y226A F228A cells were scored).](EMS85131-f007){#F7}

![TAD analyses and Hi-C replicates.\
**a,** Schematic depiction of a Hi-C matrix displaying DNA-DNA contacts across a genomic region that includes two TADs. TADs in general are flanked by inwards-pointing CTCF sites (magenta arrows). Signal close to the diagonal line reflects short-range contacts, and contacts spanning longer distances are found further away from the diagonal. The contacts within a TAD are formed by cohesin complexes (blue circles). Cohesin builds loops that it can enlarge until it encounters CTCF. Some TADs are enriched for contacts between the two CTCF sites that lie at their boundaries. These contacts are referred to as CTCF-anchored loops. **b,** Aggregate TAD analysis (ATA) depicting the average contact frequency across TADs defined in wild-type cells. **c,** Heatmap of the insulation score^[@R59]^ at TAD borders as defined for wild-type cells. **d,** Aggregate peak analysis as in [Fig. 3c](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, using two independent library preps per genotype. **e,** Aggregate TAD analysis for wild-type and CTCF Y226A F228A cells as in (b). **f,** Heatmap of insulation scores at TAD borders for wild-type and CTCF Y226A F228A cells as in (c).](EMS85131-f008){#F8}

![CTCF Y226A F228A mutation has little effect on CTCF levels at CTCF sites.\
**a,** Hi-C contact matrix of region chr16: 77000000 - 78300000 at 10 kb resolution for the wild type cell line (lower triangle) and the CTCF Y226A F228A cell line (upper triangle). CTCF sites are depicted below; those selected for qPCR are shown in colour. Red triangles indicate sites with a forward motif and blue triangles indicate sites with a reverse motif. The numbers underneath indicate the qPCR primer pairs shown in (b). Primer pair 11 (indicated with \*) is at a locus devoid of SCC1 and CTCF. **b,** ChIP-qPCR analysis of SCC1 (cohesin) enrichment at the aforementioned CTCF sites and control locus (\*) in wild type and CTCF Y226A F228A cells. The mean of three independent ChIP experiments is shown with the standard deviation. **c,** ChIP-seq tracks for SCC1 and CTCF at region chr16: 77000000 - 78300000 in wild type and CTCF Y226A F228A cells. The loci used for ChIP-qPCR analysis are indicated below the SCC1 ChIP-Seq tracks. **d,** ChIP-qPCR analysis of CTCF abundance at loci 1 to 7, as described in [Fig. 3d](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Analysis includes IgG as a control. The mean of two independent ChIP experiments is shown. Details about replicates are shown in the [Methods](#S10){ref-type="sec"}. **e,** ChIP-qPCR analysis of CTCF abundance at loci 8 to 12, as described in [Extended Data Fig. 4a](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. Analysis includes IgG as a control. The mean of two independent ChIP experiments is shown. Details about replicates are shown in the extended methods.](EMS85131-f009){#F9}

![Compartmentalization is largely maintained in cells containing the CTCF Y226A F228A mutation.\
**a,** Hi-C contact matrices of the q-arm of chromosome 2 at 500 kb resolution. The corresponding compartment scores are plotted above. **b,** Genome-wide comparison of compartment scores for wild type and CTCF Y226A F228A cells (Pearson correlation = 0.97). **c,** Saddle plots representing the interaction between A and B compartments. **d,** A region of chromosome 1 (chr1: 55500000 - 59500000) at 10kb resolution that harbours no obvious CTCF-anchored loops. **e,** Relative contact probability profiles for wild type and CTCF Y226A F228A mutant cells (left), compared to previously published contact profiles upon degradation of CTCF (middle) or SCC1 (right). The CTCF Y226A F228A mutation, like CTCF depletion, only slightly affects the contact probability profile.](EMS85131-f010){#F10}

![Identification of CES ligands.\
**a,** MA plot depicting the log2 fold change in gene expression in relation to the mean of the normalized counts for each gene. Differentially expressed genes (adjusted p-value \< 0.05, two-tailed Wald test adjusted for multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure) are shown in red. Gene names are included for the 40 genes with the highest fold-change. **b,** Western blot assessing knockdown of CTCF and the cohesin subunit SMC1 upon transfection with a control siRNA targeting Luciferase (Luc) or siRNAs targeting CTCF or SMC1. This experiment was performed twice with similar results. **c,** Colony formation assay of wild type and CTCF Y226A F228A cells upon transfection with a control siRNA targeting Luciferase (Luc) or siRNAs targeting CTCF or SMC1. CTCF remains essential for viability in CTCF Y226A F228A cells. This experiment was performed four times with similar results. **d,** Peptide array annotation (top left), binding of SA2-SCC1 (top right) or SA2 F371A-SCC1 mutant (bottom left) and antibody control (bottom right). Three independent experiments were done with consistency. One representative example is shown. **e,** Amino acid sequences of the peptides. Predicted lead-anchoring residues are colored in red.](EMS85131-f011){#F11}

###### Summary of ITC and XRAY data collection and refinement statistics.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Protein          Residues   K~d~ (μM)     ΔH (kcal/mol)   TΔS (kcal/mol)   ΔG (kcal/mol)   N‡
  ---------------- ---------- ------------- --------------- ---------------- --------------- -------------
  **CTCF\***       222-231    1.04 ± 0.20   -11.08 ± 0.70   -2.92 ± 0.82     -8.16 ± 0.09    0.93 ± 0.04

  **CTCF†**        86-267     0.62          -13.16          -4.61            -8.54           0.78

                                                                                             

  **Wapl†**        423-463    32.8          -6.66           -0.54            -6.11           0.62

  **Wapl†**        447-462    78.7          -6.81           -1.20            -5.60           1.00

                                                                                             

  **Shugoshin†**   331-341    13.5          -10.67          -4.02            -6.64           0.83

  **Shugoshin†**   331-349\   2.32          -20.00          -12.30           -7.69           0.89
                   (pT346)§                                                                  
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  --------------------------------------------------
                             SA2-Scc1-CTCF\
                             PDB 6QNX
  -------------------------- -----------------------
  **Data collection**        

  Space group                P2~1~2~1~2~1~

  Cell dimensions            

       *a, b, c* (Å)         79.02, 107.25, 176.49

  Resolution (Å)             45.81--2.70^Λ^

  *R*~sym~ or *R*~merge~     6.9 (175)\*

  *l*/σ*l*                   12.0 (0.8)\*

  *CC 1/2*                   0.99 (0.33)\*

  Completeness (%)           99.6 (99.7)\*

  Redundancy                 4.4 (4.3)\*

  **Refinement**             

  Resolution (Å)             45.81--2.70

  *R*~work~ / *R*~free~      0.25 / 0.27

  No. reflections            46759

  No. atoms                  16487

      SA2                    15088

      Scc1                   1235

      Ligand                 140~CTCF~

  *B*-factors (mean; Å^2^)   

      SA2                    133.4

      Scc1                   111.3

      Ligand                 143.6~CTCF~

  R.m.s deviations           

      Bond lengths (Å)       0.004

      Bond angles (°)        0.53
  --------------------------------------------------

###### Quantification of peptide arrays.

Three independent experiments were done with consistency. Peptide spot signal intensities were correlated to the K~d~ of CTCF wild-type thus yielding a semi-quantitative binding assay^[@R71]^. Data points are indicated as means ± standard deviation.

  Position   Protein     species   Mutation     Uniprot            Sequence        K~d~ \[μM\]
  ---------- ----------- --------- ------------ --------- -------- --------------- ---------------
  1          **CTCF**    Human     Wild-type    P49711    `222`    `DVSVYDFEEEQ`   1.04 ± 0.16\*
  2          **CTCF**    Human     Y226F        P49711    `222`    `DVSVFDFEEEQ`   1.60 ± 0.03†
  3          **CTCF**    Human     Y226A        P49711    `222`    `DVSVADFEEEQ`   n.b.
  4          **CTCF**    Human     F228A        P49711    `222`    `DVSVYDAEEEQ`   n.b.
  5          **CTCF**    Human     Y226/F228A   P49711    `222`    `DVSVADAEEEQ`   n.b.
  6          **WAPL**    Human     Wild-type    Q7Z5K2    `70`     `TGDPFGFDSDD`   5.90 ± 0.95†
  7          **WAPL**    Human     Wild-type    Q7Z5K2    `425`    `KLEFFGFEDHE`   12.43 ± 7.72†
  8          **WAPL**    Human     Wild-type    Q7Z5K2    `450`    `KIKYFGFDDLS`   2.17 ± 0.16†
  9          **WAPL**    Human     Wild-type    Q7Z5K2    `557`    `ARHWNHPDSEE`   ND
  10         **WAPL**    Yeast     Wild-type    Q99359    `108`    `KLSAFNFLDGS`   10.65 ± 3.83†
  11         **CDCA5**   Human     Wild-type    Q96FF9    `162`    `RRSCFGFEGLL`   ND
  12         **SGO1**    Human     Wild-type    Q5FBB7    `332`    `SNDAYNFNLEE`   n.b.
  13         **MCM3**    Human     Wild-type    P25205    `704`    `SYDPYDFSDTE`   1.02 ± 0.05†
  14         **POGZ**    Human     Wild-type    Q7Z3K3    `1398`   `TESFYGFEEAD`   n.b.
  15         **SYCP1**   Human     Wild-type    Q15431    `882`    `RKMAFEFDINS`   6.71 ± 3.18†
  16         **SYCP2**   Human     Wild-type    Q9BX26    `867`    `VNDVYNFNLNG`   n.b.
  17         **SYCP3**   Human     Wild-type    Q8IZU3    `21`     `FTRAYDFETED`   1.96 ± 0.26†
  18         **SCC1**    Yeast     Wild-type    Q12158    `278`    `EPTDFGFDLDI`   n.b.
  19         **SCC2**    Human     Wild-type    Q6KC79    `1439`   `TAVFSRYEKHR`   ND
  20         **SCC2**    Yeast     Wild-type    Q04002    `400`    `VSLFGSFDQQR`   n.b.
  21         **BTBD7**   Human     Wild-type    Q9P203    `942`    `YPDFYDFSNAA`   n.b.
  22         **CENPU**   Human     Wild-type    Q71F23    `40`     `PIDVFDFPDNS`   4.03 ± 0.22†
  23         **ZGPAT**   Human     Wild-type    Q8N5A5    `411`    `PRNVFDFLNEK`   4.03 ± 1.19†
  24         **ZFHX4**   Human     Wild-type    Q86UP3    `2144`   `KDSPYNFSNPP`   n.b.
  25         **ZFHX3**   Human     Wild-type    Q15911    `2205`   `KDSPYNFSNPP`   n.b.
  26         **MDC1**    Human     Wild-type    Q14676    `320`    `RAQPFGFIDSD`   n.b.
  27         **CHD6**    Human     Wild-type    Q8TD26    `2177`   `HRRPYEFEVER`   ND
  28         **TFIIH**   Human     Wild-type    Q13888    `245`    `PMDLFDFYEQM`   n.b.

###### Primers and Hi-C statistics

**a**, Primers used. **b**, Hi-C statistics for replicate library preps. Libraries 1 and 2 are independent preparations, and 2.2 is a deeper re-sequencing of sample 2.1. The independent libraries (1 and 2.1) were used for [Extended Data Fig. 4](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. A merge of replicates 1, 2.1 and 2.2 of the wild type cells, and a merge of replicates 1, 2.1 and 2.2 of CTCF Y226A F228A mutant cells was used for [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Extended Data Fig. 5a](#F9){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F10){ref-type="fig"}.

**c,** Hi-C statistics after merging replicates of wild type and CTCF Y226A F228A libraries.

  Primerset           Primer orientation       Sequence
  ------------------- ------------------------ --------------------------
  **Primerpair 1**          **Forward**        `GGCACTACAGGACCACGTTT`
        **Reverse**   `CCCAATTGTGTCTGCCTTTT`   
  **Primerpair 2**          **Forward**        `GTGGTGTGGGGAAGAGTGTT`
        **Reverse**   `GTCAGCTAAACGCCCAGGTA`   
  **Primerpair 3**          **Forward**        `CAAGTTTTCCACCCGCTTTA`
        **Reverse**   `GAGCCCTAACACCACTCCAC`   
  **Primerpair 4**          **Forward**        `GGCTTGGAACTGTTGGTCAT`
        **Reverse**   `AGATGGCAGCAGCTTTTCAT`   
  **Primerpair 5**          **Forward**        `TGATTGTGTACAACAGCTGCAA`
        **Reverse**   `ATTTTTAGGTGCCTCGCAGT`   
  **Primerpair 6**          **Forward**        `CTGAGCCTCCTGCAAAAGTT`
        **Reverse**   `CTCTTCTTCGCTCCAGCACT`   
  **Primerpair 7**          **Forward**        `ACTGCAGCCTCAGCTACCTC`
        **Reverse**   `TTTATTGGCATTGCCTCCTC`   
  **Primerpair 8**          **Forward**        `CAGTCCTTGTGGCTCCTAGC`
        **Reverse**   `TCTGGTGTGCCCTGAACATA`   
  **Primerpair 9**          **Forward**        `CACCTTGTGGACAGTGGTTG`
        **Reverse**   `AGCCTGTGAAACAGGGTGAG`   
  **Primerpair 10**         **Forward**        `TACACGGGTGGCTAAAGGAG`
        **Reverse**   `AGCCAGCCAGATGTCAAACT`   
  **Primerpair 11**         **Forward**        `CATGCCCAGCCAATTATTTT`
        **Reverse**   `CTCTCCTCCACTTCCCCATT`   
  **Primerpair 12**         **Forward**        `CACTTTTCCGACCCAGAAGA`
        **Reverse**   `GGCCTGGAGAACTCAAACTG`   

  Genotype           Replicate   Total Pairs   Valid Pairs   Cis         Cis%    Cis \< 20kb   Cis \> 20kb   Cis ratio
  ------------------ ----------- ------------- ------------- ----------- ------- ------------- ------------- -----------
  Wild type          1           61118122      60166198      47100811    78,28   7085049       40015762      5,65
  Wild type          2.1         62631817      61755440      48127333    77,93   7114243       41043090      5,76
  Wild type          2.2         190892790     152708260     122528381   80,24   18087008      104441373     5,77
  CTCF Y226A F228A   1           63339779      62197640      47164621    75,83   72900092      39874529      5,47
  CTCF Y226A F228A   2.1         62326840      61227593      46569997    76,06   7419962       39150035      5,28
  CTCF Y226A F228A   2.2         148586127     118816672     93071165    78,33   14814014      78257151      5,28

  Genotype           Replicate   Total Pairs   Valid Pairs   Cis         Cis%    Cis \< 20kb   Cis \> 20kb   Cis radio
  ------------------ ----------- ------------- ------------- ----------- ------- ------------- ------------- -----------
  Wild type          1+2.1+2.2   312814428     270823907     217755919   80,40   32286097      185469852     5,74
  CTCF Y226A F228A   1+2.1+2.2   272011360     238342505     186805272   78,38   29523837      157281435     5,33
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![Structure of the SA2-SCC1-CTCF complex.\
**a**, Surface-rendered cartoon of the SA2-SCC1-CTCF complex colored in blue, green and magenta, respectively. **b**, Detailed view of the binding interface with SA2 residues in blue, SCC1 in green and CTCF in magenta. **c**, Details of the composite binding pocket around CTCF F228 and **d**, CTCF Y226. **e**, GST pulldown analysis of CTCF and **f,** SA2 or SCC1 variants. Controls are shown in panel e (lanes 1-2). Experiments were done once. **g**, SA2 is surface-rendered and colored according to sequence conservation.](EMS85131-f001){#F1}

![CTCF interaction stabilizes cohesin on DNA.\
**a**, Schematic representation of competition between CTCF and WAPL. **b**, Increasing amounts of WAPL residues 1-600 (lane 4-7; molar ratios are indicated) were incubated with GST-CTCF and SA2-SCC1 and the bound fraction analysed. Three independent experiments were done with consistency. A representative example is shown. **c**, Example images of cells used in **(d)** at the indicated time points after photobleaching. FRAP was performed in G1 cells (see [Extended Data Fig. 3d](#F7){ref-type="fig"} for details). **d**, Quantification of the FRAP experiments. Averages and standard deviations for 21 wild type cells and 17 CTCF Y226A F228A cells, measured over three independent experiments.](EMS85131-f002){#F2}

![CTCF-CES interaction is required for CTCF-anchored loops.\
**a,** Hi-C contact matrices of the HoxA locus at 10 kb resolution, normalized to 100 million contacts per sample. Genes and CTCF sites are depicted above the contact matrices. **b,** Genome-wide quantification of loops using HICCUPS^[@R15]^. The inset shows an example of called loops for a region of chromosome 16. **c,** Aggregate peak analysis (APA) for the loops defined in wild type cells. The Hi-C signal is averaged across these locations for both cell lines.](EMS85131-f003){#F3}

![CTCF-CES interaction promotes cohesin localization to CTCF sites.\
**a,** Hi-C contact matrix of a region of chromosome 7 at 10 kb resolution. CTCF sites are depicted below; those selected for qPCR are shown in colour (forward motifs in red, reverse motifs in blue). The numbers underneath indicate the loci used for qPCRs in (b). Locus 6 is the HOTAIRM1 transcription start site (indicated with \*). **b,** ChIP-qPCR analysis of SCC1 (cohesin) at the loci depicted in (a). The mean of three independent ChIP experiments is shown with standard deviations. **c,** ChIP-seq tracks for SCC1 of the same region of chromosome 7 as depicted by Hi-C in (a). The ChIP-qPCR loci of (b) are depicted below. **d,** ChIP-seq heatmap of the cohesin subunit SCC1 (left) and CTCF (right). The depicted sites are selected for being bound in wild type cells by both SCC1 and CTCF (top), or only by SCC1 (bottom). **e,** Cohesin-mediate looping initiates at distal sites suntil encounter of the N-terminal end of CTCF. **f,** Cohesin-mediated looping starts at CTCF sites. **e,** In the CTCF mutant the YxF motif does not engage the CES on SA2-SCC1 resulting in DNA release. **g,** Molecular model of CTCF and SA2-SCC1 bound to DNA (grey). The YxF motif is separated by a flexible linker spanning residues 232-267 (magenta dotted line) to the C-terminal DNA binding domain of CTCF.](EMS85131-f004){#F4}
